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Abstract 

Explainability considered a critical component of trustworthy artificial intelligence (AI) 
systems, has been proposed to address AI systems’  lack of transparency by revealing the 
reasons behind their decisions to lay users. However, most explainability methods 
developed so far provide static explanations that limit the information conveyed to lay 
users resulting in an insufficient understanding of how AI systems make decisions. To 
address this challenge and support the efforts to improve the transparency of AI systems, 
we conducted a design science research project to design an interactive explainable 
artificial intelligence (XAI) system to help lay users understand AI systems’ decisions. We 
relied on existing knowledge in the XAI literature to propose design principles and 
instantiate them in an initial prototype. We then conducted an evaluation of the prototype 
and interviews with lay users. Our research contributes design knowledge for interactive 
XAI systems and provides practical guidelines for practitioners. 

Keywords: Explainability, Interactive Systems, Design Science Research, Artificial Intelligence 

Introduction 

Due to the high performance that artificial intelligence (AI) systems have achieved across a wide range of 
applications, they are increasingly being deployed in high-stake domains with the expectation of improving 
decision-making quality and efficiency (Binns et al., 2018). Nevertheless, despite their success, it has been 
shown that AI systems are prone to replicate biases, which results in unfair decisions that can have 
considerable consequences for individuals (Pfeuffer et al., 2023). While humans can also fail in their 
judgment and provide biased decisions, asking them for a rationale and holding them accountable is 
possible (Binns et al., 2018). In contrast, AI systems building on machine learning (ML) models can be 
extraordinarily complex and difficult to understand or audit (Dodge et al., 2019). The effectiveness of AI 
systems is limited by their ability to explain their decisions to human users (D. Wang et al., 2019). In 
particular, for AI systems deployed in high-stake applications, lay users who can be potentially affected by 
AI systems’ decisions must understand the logic behind these decisions to trust and accept them 
(Fernández-Loría et al., 2022). As a result, regulations such as the European Union General Data Protection 
Regulation (GDPR) have been implemented to ensure users’ “right to explanations” of all decisions made 
or supported by AI systems (Goodman & Flaxman, 2017). 

To address AI systems’ lack of transparency, many researchers and practitioners have resorted to the field 
of explainable artificial intelligence (XAI). Research in XAI aims to support human understanding and trust 
in AI systems by developing models that explain AI decisions to lay users in non-technical terms 
(Diakopoulos et al., 2017). In recent years, extensive research in XAI has developed many innovative 
explainability methods to provide explanations of AI systems (Carvalho et al., 2019). However, most of 
these XAI methods have focused on providing static explanations, such as highlighting relevant features 
through static visualizations (Liu et al., 2021). However, providing static explanations represents a one-way 
communication from AI systems to users that limits the amount of information conveyed to them, which 
can, in turn, result in an insufficient understanding of how these systems make decisions (Cheng et al., 
2019; Liu et al., 2021).  
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Therefore, researchers have argued for enhancing explainable AI systems by allowing users to explore 
explanations interactively (Lombrozo, 2006; Miller, 2019). Recently, there have been efforts to explore how 
interactive XAI systems should be designed to improve their transparency and users’ understanding of 
these systems’ decisions (Liu et al., 2021). However, most studies have rather focused on developing 
interactive XAI systems for data scientists or domain experts (e.g., Hohman et al., 2019; Spinner et al., 
2020). The explanations provided by interactive XAI systems are often too complex for lay users, making 
them very challenging to understand (Cheng et al., 2019; Miller, 2019). Therefore, it is necessary to design 
interactive XAI systems that provide explanations for lay users that support their understanding of AI 
systems’ decisions. As a result, we aim to address the following research question in our work: 

How to design interactive explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) systems to help lay users to better 
understand AI systems’ decisions? 

We rely on the design science research (DSR) methodology and existing design knowledge in literature to 
design and develop an interactive XAI system prototype to address this research question. Our prototype 
shows explanations based on SHAP, an XAI method that provides feature attribution scores using Shapley 
values from game theory (S. M. Lundberg et al., 2017). In this paper, we present the result of Cycle 1 of our 
DSR project, in which we conducted the first evaluation of our prototype and interviews with lay users. Our 
work contributes to design knowledge for XAI systems by demonstrating how interactive explanations can 
give users more control over the information they receive and help them better understand how AI systems 
make decisions. Moreover, our research provides practitioners with guidelines for designing and developing 
interactive XAI systems for lay users. 

Related Work 

Contemporary AI systems can be extraordinarily complex and difficult to understand (Dodge et al., 2019; 
Janiesch et al., 2021). They are designed to process large amounts of data to perform a complex 
optimization process for a specific performance measure. As a result, AI systems are often considered “black 
boxes” where only their output is available to users (Rudin, 2019). This lack of transparency leaves the inner 
workings mechanisms behind their decisions unclear to users. The inability of AI systems to explain their 
decisions to users is a critical limitation to their adoption and effectiveness (D. Wang et al., 2019). In 
particular, it is very challenging for AI systems deployed in high-stake applications to scrutinize them and 
identify potential biases that can have considerable consequences for individuals (Binns et al., 2018).  

Providing explanations of AI systems’ decisions has been proposed as a helpful means to increase the 
transparency of AI systems and enable users to understand the reasons behind these systems’ decisions 
(Binns et al., 2018; D. Wang et al., 2019). Multiple studies have shown that providing explanations improves 
users’ trust (W. Wang & Benbasat, 2007; Yang et al., 2020). Moreover, prior work has found that 
explanations can increase the likelihood that users agree with AI systems’ decisions (Liu et al., 2021; 
Yeomans et al., 2019). As a result, explainability is becoming a critical component of trustworthy AI systems 
(AI HLEG, 2020). According to Ribera & Lapedriza (2019), the requirements for explanations depend on 
the target audience. They argue that it is necessary to identify the target users, their goals, background, and 
relationship to the system to design adequate explanations that ensure proper understanding.  

In this light, there has been a recent surge of interest in XAI among scholars and practitioners seeking to 
increase the transparency of AI systems (Miller, 2019). As a result of the extensive research performed in 
different communities over the last few years, many innovative XAI methods have been developed. For 
instance, some methods extract easily interpretable rules from the predictive model and present them to 
users as an explanation of the model’s decision (e.g., Jian et al., 2000). Alternatively, others highlight 
regions of an image to indicate which pixels were influential in the model’s prediction (e.g., Zhou et al., 
2017). Several studies have surveyed the literature to provide a detailed overview of XAI by presenting the 
different developed methods (Adadi & Berrada, 2018; Carvalho et al., 2019; Guidotti et al., 2018).  

So far, most XAI methods provide static explanations that only reveal pre-defined information about AI 
systems’ decisions (Liu et al., 2021; Ribera & Lapedriza, 2019). For example, some methods highlight 
sections of an input text to indicate the importance of certain features towards the system’s prediction (e.g., 
Bansal et al., 2021), while others present a set of influential training examples (e.g., Koh & Liang, 2017). 
Alternatively, other methods rely on static visualizations to show each feature’s influence on the systems’ 
decision (e.g., Ribeiro et al., 2016). These static explanations represent a one-way communication from AI 
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systems to lay users, which can limit the information conveyed and may result in an insufficient 
understanding of how these systems make decisions (Cheng et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2021). Specifically, 
studies have found that lay users perceive static explanations as not transparent enough as they do not allow 
them to investigate further the factors that influence a given decision (Sun & Sundar, 2022).  

Interactivity has been identified in the literature as an essential component of XAI systems that can help to 
address the challenges posed by static explanations (Lombrozo, 2006; Miller, 2019). Providing interactive 
explanations allows users to explore the system’s behavior, giving them more control over the information 
they receive and a sense of agency that can promote trust in AI systems (Sun & Sundar, 2022). Recently, 
there have been efforts to start exploring how to design interactive XAI systems. In particular, some studies 
have focused on incorporating research in information visualization as it excels at knowledge 
communication due to the extensive work investigating how to transform abstract data into meaningful 
representations over hundreds of years (Friendly, 2008). For instance, Hohman et al. (2019) developed an 
interactive XAI system for data scientists that allows them to explore the factors influencing the decision of 
an individual instance or a group of instances and to search and compare the decision for similar instances. 
Their system relies on generalized additive models (GAMs) (Friedman, 2001) to generate explanations 
represented by interactive plots for each feature that data scientists can explore to observe the feature’s 
impact on the system prediction. Meanwhile, Spinner et al. (2020) developed an interactive XAI system to 
support users in developing and debugging ML models. Their system allows users to explore visual 
explanations from multiple XAI methods to support model understanding, diagnosis, and refinement. 

However, there have been critiques that interactive XAI systems developed so far are designed for users 
with a solid understanding of statistical and ML concepts (Cheng et al., 2019; Miller, 2019). For example, 
some of these approaches rely on diagrams such as scatter plots, area under the curve (AUC), or precision-
recall graphs, which are known to be hard to understand for lay users (e.g., Amershi et al., 2015; Cabrera et 
al., 2019). While data scientists are familiar with these concepts, lay users often do not have the necessary 
knowledge to understand these interactive XAI systems’ explanations. Therefore, researchers have called 
for designing interactive XAI systems that consider lay users’ needs to support their understanding of AI 
systems’ decisions (Cheng et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2021; Miller, 2019). 

Research Method 

To design an interactive XAI system for lay users, we followed the DSR methodology by Peffers et al. (2007). 
This methodology allowed us to provide a solution for a real-world problem. Specifically, we proposed 
design principles for an interactive XAI system, instantiated them in a prototype, and evaluated it with lay 
users. Figure 1 presents the overall DSR project consisting of two cycles. The focus of this paper is on the 
finalized Cycle 1. 

 

Figure 1. DSR Project 

 

Our DSR project relied on previous work investigating how lay users engage with static explanations from 
XAI methods (e.g., Binns et al., 2018; Dodge et al., 2019; Hase & Bansal, 2020), as well as research exploring 
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how to design interactive XAI systems (e.g., Hohman et al., 2019; Spinner et al., 2020). In Cycle 1, we 
analyzed the results from these studies to comprehend how explanations help lay users understand AI 
systems’ decisions. Furthermore, we identified several challenges lay users face when interacting with AI 
systems due to the lack of explicit interactive explainability design for them. Afterward, we derived two 
meta-requirements of interactive XAI systems for lay users. Then, we proposed four refined design 
principles to address these meta-requirements and suggested three design features based on these 
principles, which were implemented in an interactive XAI system prototype. As a last step, we conducted 
an evaluation study and interviews with lay users.  

As part of our DSR project presented in Figure 1, we plan to conduct one additional cycle to further improve 
the design of our interactive XAI system prototype. In Cycle 2, after reviewing the evaluation results of Cycle 
1, we plan to refine our design principles and develop a second prototype of our interactive XAI system. 
Then, we plan to evaluate our prototype in an experimental study to quantitatively analyze how the 
interactive XAI system affects lay users’ understanding and trust. 

Conceptualization 

Problem Awareness and Meta-Requirements 

The first meta-requirement (MR1) refers to offering lay users explanations they can really understand. Even 
though extensive research has focused on developing XAI methods, there is no sufficient empirical evidence 
on whether the explanations these methods provide are understandable to lay users (Cheng et al., 2019). 
There is strong criticism that most of these explanations are based on researchers’ and practitioners’ 
intuition instead of a deep understanding of what lay users need (Miller, 2019; Ribera & Lapedriza, 2019). 
As a result, many of these explanations require a deep technical understanding of statistical and ML 
concepts (Miller, 2019). Moreover, the quality of explanations generated by these methods is often 
evaluated using a mathematical definition of interpretability without any user evaluation (Doshi-Velez & 
Kim, 2017). Besides, most research efforts investigating how to design interactive XAI systems have focused 
on understanding the requirements these systems must fulfill to assist data scientists (e.g., Hohman et al., 
2019; Spinner et al., 2020). Therefore, it is necessary to investigate which type of explanations can be 
integrated into interactive XAI systems to help lay users understand how the system makes decisions. 

MR1: An interactive XAI system should be able to provide lay users with understandable explanations 
that reveal in non-technical terms the reasons behind its decisions. 

The second meta-requirement (MR2) refers to the system’s capacity to allow lay users to request additional 
information regarding its decision logic. Several studies have found that explanations are often insufficient 
for users to fully understand the logic behind the system’s decisions (e.g., Hase & Bansal, 2020; Kaur et al., 
2019). Each XAI method relies on a different approach to provide explainability of AI systems. As a result, 
due to how explanations are generated, they focus on describing certain aspects of a given decision (Cheng 
et al., 2019). Some studies have found that users can perceive the system as not transparent enough due to 
the limited information provided by some of these explanations (Sun & Sundar, 2022). Therefore, 
researchers have argued for enhancing XAI systems to give users more control over the explainability 
information they receive (Krause et al., 2016; Miller, 2019). 

MR2: An interactive XAI system should allow lay users to request additional information if explanations 
are insufficient to understand the decisions.  

Design Principles 

To address the two derived meta-requirements (MRs), we propose design principles (DPs) for interactive 
XAI systems to help users understand AI systems’ decisions. Interactive XAI systems should provide lay 
users with understandable explanations that reveal information about how the system makes decisions 
according to their needs (MR1). Regarding their scope, XAI explanations are classified as either global or 
local. Global explanations provide a comprehensive and holistic description of the model behavior across 
all instances for a given dataset (Guidotti et al., 2018). This type of explanation is better suited for 
researchers or practitioners trying to improve the predictive model’s performance or domain experts 
looking to learn from the system to improve their decision-making (Doshi-Velez & Kim, 2017; Ribera & 
Lapedriza, 2019). In contrast, local explanations describe how a particular system’s decision was made by 
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considering the vicinity of the instance to be explained (Molnar, 2020). Local explanations can help justify 
a system’s decision to lay users, for whom this decision can have a personal or economic impact (Doshi-
Velez & Kim, 2017; Ribera & Lapedriza, 2019). 

DP1: Provide local explanations that reveal to lay users how a specific system’s decision was made. 

The type of explanation an interactive XAI system provides is another critical factor in delivering adequate 
information to help lay users understand AI systems’ decisions (MR1). XAI methods rely on different 
approaches to generate explanations, which influences the information disclosed by explanations. Research 
has shown that explanations from some of these XAI methods might not be sufficient for lay users to 
understand the reasoning behind decisions (Dodge et al., 2019; Hase & Bansal, 2020). For instance, Binns 
et al. (2018) found that lay users get frustrated with counterfactual explanations as they do not reveal which 
features had more influence on a decision. In this line, Doshi-Velez & Kim (2017) argue that explanations 
should provide information regarding the factors used in a decision and their relative importance. 

DP2: Provide explanations that disclose the factors influencing each decision and their relative weights. 

How explanations are presented to lay users also plays an essential role in their cognitive process to analyze 
the information they contain (MR1). In XAI research, textual explanations and visual charts are the two 
main approaches to presenting explanations to users. Research has found that visual representations help 
lay users understand XAI explanations. For instance, Cheng et al. (2019) found that explanations in the 
form of interactive visualizations helped to improve lay users’ objective comprehension of the logic behind 
the system’s decisions. Furthermore, Szymanski et al. (2021) found that lay users prefer more visual 
explanations than textual explanations because these provide an easier way to obtain an overview of the 
factors influencing a decision. 

Nonetheless, research has also found that users can often misinterpret visual explanations when they are 
too complex or lack details due to poor design (Kaur et al., 2019; Szymanski et al., 2021). Several studies 
have found that lengthy and complex explanations are harder to understand for users and can overload 
their cognitive abilities (Narayanan et al., 2018; Poursabzi-Sangdeh et al., 2021). To reduce the complexity 
of explanations, many researchers have resorted to limiting the number of factors presented to users by 
showing only the most relevant influencing a decision (e.g., Binns et al., 2018; Hase & Bansal, 2020). 
However, such strategies can also result in counterproductive effects as users would have only limited 
information on the system’s inner workings (MR2). An alternative approach is to utilize interactive 
visualizations that provide an overview of the most relevant factors influencing a decision while allowing 
users to request details about the additional factors. 

DP3: Provide interactive explanation visualizations that provide an overview of the most important 
factors influencing a decision and allow lay users to request details regarding the additional factors. 

XAI systems should allow lay users to request additional information about its logic (MR2). Nonetheless, 
many of the XAI methods proposed in the literature generate only static explanations that are insufficient 
to help lay users understand how AI systems make decisions due to the limited information they provide 
(Cheng et al., 2019; Ribera & Lapedriza, 2019). An interactive user interface has been proposed to empower 
lay users to explore and investigate how an AI system makes decisions. One strategy utilized in the literature 
is allowing users to modify the input feature values to observe how the system’s decisions and explanations 
change accordingly (e.g., Cheng et al., 2019; Hohman et al., 2019). This interactive interface can enable lay 
users to evaluate counterfactual scenarios that reveal a causal relationship between the feature changes and 
the model decision (Molnar, 2020). Studies have found that interactive interfaces implementing this 
strategy can improve lay users’ understanding of how AI systems make decisions (Cheng et al., 2019). 

DP4: Provide an interactive user interface that allows lay users to explore how changes in the input 
features affect AI systems’ decisions. 

Prototype Implementation 

To design and implement an interactive XAI system prototype, we propose design features (DFs) that 
represent specific system capabilities that aim to satisfy the proposed design principles (Meth et al., 2015). 
To instantiate our prototype, we decided to develop an interactive XAI system for the bank loan application 
domain, which is commonly used in XAI research because it involves the notion of trust in AI systems 
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(Adadi & Berrada, 2018; Aggarwal et al., 2019; Binns et al., 2018; Chakraborty, Majumder, et al., 2020) and 
lay users are familiar with applying for a loan in a bank. In the following, we briefly present the domain and 
describe the dataset and model used by our interactive XAI system prototype. Afterward, we describe the 
DFs in detail and explain how they help to address the design principles. 

We selected the bank loan application domain in a scenario where an AI system predicts the decision to 
approve or reject loan applications. This scenario has been widely used in XAI research because lay users 
are familiar with the process of applying for a loan at a bank and because it allows researchers to investigate 
the notion of trust in the system (Binns et al., 2018; Chakraborty, Peng, et al., 2020). Moreover, this is 
considered a high-stake domain, where the decisions made by an AI system can significantly impact loan 
applicants (Binns et al., 2018). To train the predictive model, we relied on a publicly available, open-source 
dataset with 1,000 instances of bank loan applications and their corresponding decision (700 approved and 
300 rejected). Each loan application is represented by 20 features describing the details of the loan 
application and the applicant’s financial and personal information. We modified the original dataset by 
adjusting the features’ names and descriptions and removing the two sensitive features, “personal status 
and sex” and “foreign worker”. A neural network trained using the Python library Keras (Chollet, 2015) was 
used as the predictive model. To address the class imbalance in the training data, we incorporated a 
Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique (SMOTE) (Chawla et al., 2002). Categorical features were one-
code encoded, and continuous features were min-max scaled. A grid parameter search was performed to 
find the best hyperparameters and architecture. The architecture with the highest score consisted of 2-
hidden layers, each with 65 and 33 neurons. The predictive model had an accuracy of 0.77 and an f1-score 
of 0.83. 

To satisfy DP1 and DP2, we incorporated explanations from the XAI method Shapley Additive Explanations 
(SHAP) (S. M. Lundberg et al., 2017), which provides local and global explanations that present feature 
attribution scores using the concept of Shapley values (Shapley, 2016). Shapley values, which have a solid 
theoretical foundation in game theory, compute how the influence on the model’s prediction is fairly 
distributed among the features used by the model (Molnar, 2020). According to Lundberg et al. (2017), 
SHAP builds on the concept of the popular method LIME (Ribeiro et al., 2016) to build a linear regression 
model with Shapley values as weights, which indicate how much influence each feature had on the system’s 
decision. SHAP explanations are contrastive because Shapley values are calculated from all the possible 
feature value collisions across all dataset instances (Molnar, 2020). As a result, the prediction of one 
instance can be compared against the predictive model’s average prediction.  

Moreover, SHAP is a model-agnostic method that can generate explanations for any underlying predictive 
model. In contrast to model-specific and model-class-specific methods that provide explanations to only 
one predictive model or a specific model family (Sokol & Flach, 2020), model-agnostic methods offer great 
flexibility and scalability in their implementation due to their decoupling of explainability from the 
prediction (Ribeiro et al., 2016). Despite model-agnostic methods’ benefits, most studies investigating how 
to design interactive XAI systems have focused on developing and evaluating systems that utilize non-
model-agnostic methods to provide explainability (e.g., Cheng et al., 2019; Guo et al., 2022; Sevastjanova 
et al., 2021).  

DF1: Provide local model-agnostic explanations based on the XAI method SHAP, which relies on the 
concept of feature importance to explain how features influence the system’s decision. 

SHAP has gained popularity in research and practice due to the unique consistency and local accuracy of 
the attribution values it provides. For instance, SHAP has been implemented by explainability libraries such 
as AIX360 (Arya et al., 2019) and InterpretML (Nori et al., 2019). Furthermore, SHAP explanations have 
been incorporated in several research studies investigating how to provide explainability of AI systems (e.g., 
Jesus et al., 2021; Kaur et al., 2019; Weerts et al., 2019). The interpretation of the feature attribution scores 
provided by SHAP explanations depends on the ML task performed by the predictive model. When 
explaining a regression model, SHAP scores represent the contribution of each feature value to the model’s 
predicted value compared to the average prediction value. Thus, the scores can be directly presented as an 
increment or decrement from the average predictive value with the same units of measure as the target 
variable. In contrast, when explaining a classification model, SHAP scores represent the contribution to the 
average predicted class probability of the model.  
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Figure 2 shows an example of a SHAP explanation for our selected binary classification scenario using the 
visualization of SHAP’s open-source library (S. Lundberg & Lee, 2016). The model’s average predicted 
probability is represented by the “base value”. The feature attribution scores are represented by arrows that 
increase or decrease the prediction probability for the explained instance. Adding the base value and the 
scores results in the model’s prediction probability represented by “f(x)”. 

 

Figure 2. Example of a SHAP explanation using the original visualization. 

 

To satisfy DP3, we designed two interactive visualizations for our system prototype, which provide an 
overview of each feature’s influence on the model decision while only showing the details of the most 
influential features (i.e., name and attribution score). Nevertheless, lay users can hover over the explanation 
elements of the visualization to observe the details of the additional features.  

DF2: Display an interactive visualization of SHAP’s explanations highlighting the most influential 
features and allowing lay users to see details for the rest of the features. 

Figure 3 presents the two designs of the interactive visualizations integrated into our prototype. The system 
interface provides an overview of the loan application’s details in the upper section by showing the features’ 
values across the categories: financial information, personal information, and loan details. Lay users can 
hover over the information icon at the top of the screen to see a detailed description of each feature. The 
interface also shows the system’s decision recommendation and prediction probability in the top right 
corner. The probability is presented to lay users as a confidence level in a percentage, together with a text 
legend indicating one of the system’s three levels of confidence on the recommendation (low, medium, or 
high confidence). 

 

Figure 3. Design of interactive visualizations for SHAP explanations. The figure shows 
the cascade visualization on the left and the treemap visualization on the right. 

 

The ”cascade” visualization on the left side of Figure 3 is an adaptation of SHAP’s original visualization. In 
the design of this visualization, we maintained the overview provided by the stacked bars from the original 
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visualization. Nonetheless, we included an individual bar for each feature below, and for the most influential 
features, we included their names on the bar. We maintained SHAP’s original color coding to represent 
features contributing to approval with blue bars and rejection with red bars. We used the label “Base 
Probability” to indicate the model’s average predicted probability and the label “Decision Probability” to 
show the prediction probability of the explained instance. We decided to show each class prediction 
probability instead of a complementary probability below 0.5. Thus, for approved instances, we show the 
features increasing the probability in blue and decreasing it in red, while for rejected instances, this was 
inverted (see Figure 4). The interactive visualizations allow lay users to hover over each bar to see the 
feature name, value, and corresponding attribution score.  

The ”treemap” visualization presented on the right side of Figure 3 was designed to provide a simpler 
visualization without the probability axis. In contrast to the cascade visualization, the treemap visualization 
uses boxes to represent the attribution scores. The box size representing each feature corresponds to the 
magnitude of their score. Moreover, this visualization utilizes the same color coding as the cascade 
visualization and shows the features’ names and attribution scores for the most influential features. In 
contrast to the cascade visualization, the features influencing approval are always located on the right side 
of the visualization, while the features influencing rejection are on the left. Lay users can hover over the 
boxes to see the details of the corresponding feature. The treemap visualization includes the model’s average 
predicted probability as an additional box with the description “Baseline”. 

 

Figure 4. Design of interactive what-if functionality. 

 

The base probability for both visualizations is shown according to the predicted class. Our predictive 
model’s average prediction value is 0.35, representing the dataset’s oversampled 300 rejected instances. 
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Thus, for rejected instances, a base probability of 0.35 is shown. In the case of approved instances, we show 
the complementary base probability of 0.65, representing the 700 approved instances. 

To satisfy DP4, we instantiated a “what-if” interactive functionality that allows lay users to explore how 
modifications to the features’ values of the instance being explained affect the system’s decisions.  

DF3: Provide an interactive user interface that allows lay users to explore “what-if” scenarios by 
changing the features’ values and observing the system’s decision and corresponding explanation 
visualization. 

Following DP3, the what-if functionality is disabled by default. Lay users can activate it by clicking on the 
“Modify” button in the left part of the screen below the instance feature details (see Figure 3). When this 
button is clicked, all features display a caret-down icon next to the original value to indicate that modifying 
the values is now possible, as shown in Figure 4. The “Modify” button is replaced by a “Reset” button 
designed to revert any modifications and turn off the what-if functionality. Lay users can click on any feature 
value or its corresponding caret-down icon to open a drop-down menu that allows the modification of the 
original value. The drop-down menu lists valid values for categorical features and an adjustable slider for 
numerical features. To provide an overview of the features’ values that have been modified, the interface 
highlights them using orange text. When there is at least one modified value, the interface displays the 
decision the system would make and its corresponding confidence level below the original decision on the 
right side of the screen. Moreover, the interface shows the “Generate New Explanation” button that provides 
the corresponding interactive visualization for the SHAP explanation of the modified instance, as shown in 
Figure 4. 

Evaluation 

We conducted an evaluation study to assess the design principles and the instantiated interactive XAI 
system prototype in Cycle 1 of our DSR project. In the evaluation study, participants interacted with one of 
five configurations of our prototype to understand better how they perceived the different design features. 
The five configurations were: what-if without visualization (what-if), cascade visualization without what-if 
(cascade), treemap visualization without what-if (treemap), cascade visualization with what-if (cascade-
what-if), and treemap visualization with what-if (treemap-what-if). 

The evaluation study consisted of four phases. First, participants were randomly assigned to one 
configuration and were introduced to the scenario and the features used. Second, participants were 
presented with information describing the system’s interface, the visualization, and the what-if 
functionality according to their corresponding configuration. Third, participants were asked to interact with 
the system by reviewing eight loan applications (four approved and four rejected) with the corresponding 
system’s decision recommendation, confidence level, and design features according to their group. 
Participants were asked whether they would approve or reject each loan application. Fourth, participants 
were asked to respond to questions regarding their demographics and their evaluation of the design features 
through self-reported measures. After the evaluation, semi-structured interviews were conducted with 
participants to discuss their perceptions of the system.  

Through a research panel at our university, we recruited 21 students as proxies for lay users applying for a 
bank loan, 11 females and ten males. Eighteen participants were between 18 and 25, while three were 
between 26 and 30. Thirteen participants were coursing a bachelor’s degree, seven a master’s degree, and 
one a doctoral degree. Following Cheng et al. (2019), we asked participants about their familiarity with the 
task of credit scoring using a four-level scale (i.e., no experience, a little experience, some experience, a lot 
of experience). Nineteen stated they had no experience, and only two said they had little experience. 
Moreover, we asked participants to indicate their knowledge level of machine learning (Cheng et al., 2019). 
Seven had no previous knowledge, 11 had little knowledge, two had some knowledge, and one had a lot of 
knowledge. 

The distribution of participants across the five groups was: what-if (4), cascade (4), cascade-what-if (4), 
treemap (5), and treemap-what-if (4). Each participant was paid 12.00€ for participating in the evaluation 
study and the interviews. The average duration for the evaluation study was 30.19 minutes (SD = 8.12) and 
11.28 minutes (SD = 10.66) for the interviews. All interviews were recorded and transcribed for analysis. 
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We relied on an open coding strategy to analyze the transcripts and extract participants’ evaluations of the 
elements of our interactive XAI system prototype (Myers, 2002).  

The analysis of the semi-structured interviews revealed that participants had positive and negative feedback 
about the different design features of our prototype. Moreover, participants also made some suggestions 
for improvements that we plan to incorporate in Cycle 2. Table 1 summarizes the evaluation study across 
the most relevant elements of our prototype. The percentages shown in Table 1 relate to the number of 
participants that interacted with the corresponding elements of the prototype according to their assigned 
group. 

Regarding their general perception of the system, a third of the participants indicated that it was fun to use 
the system. P1 and P11 indicated that it was fun because it was possible to see how the system works. Four 
participants indicated that the system was easy to use. However, eight participants raised concerns about 
the features used by the system to make decisions and the granularity of their categorical values. For 
instance, P9 mentioned that “savings are only considered for this bank”, and P15 indicated that it would 
be good to “get more customer data”. Four participants indicated that they would like to understand how 
features influence decisions for other instances, indicating that some participants would like to receive 
global explanations revealing the model behavior across all instances. 

Moreover, three participants indicated that the confidence level was very helpful, allowing them to “see 
when the system was not really sure” about a particular decision (P8). Nonetheless, two participants said 
it was confusing that the system provided decisions with low confidence. P1 stated that “low confidence 
[decisions] should be reviewed by a person”. In this line, although many participants liked the explanation 
visualizations and what-if functionality, fourteen participants indicated they would like decisions to be 
made in a human-system collaboration. P19 stated that it would be preferable to have the “mathematical 
[reasoning]” of the system, which can be “very precise”, in combination with the “human element”. 

Element Positive Feedback Negative Feedback 
Suggested 
Improvements 

System 
Fun to use (33.3%) 
Easy to use (19.0%) 

Problems with features 
(38.1%) 

Global explanations 
(19.0%) 

Confidence 
level 

Shows how sure it is (14.3%) Some low-confidence 
decisions (9.5%) 

Human-system 
decision (66.7%) 

DF1: cascade 
visualization 

Helps understand decisions 
(87.5%) 
Reveal feature importance 
(25.0%) 

Not clear how weights 
are calculated (25.0%) 

Clarify how weights are 
calculated (25.0%) 

DF2: cascade 
visualization 

Easy to understand (75.0%) 
Satisfying design (37.5%) 

Overview of features (25.0%) 

Base probability is 
confusing (25.0%) 
Colors change 
depending on the 
decision (25.0%) 

Do not change the 
position of colors 
(25.0%) 

DF1: treemap 
visualization 

Helps understand decisions 
(100%) 
Reveal feature importance (11.1%) 

No information on 
how weights are 
calculated (66.7%) 

Clarify how weights are 
calculated (66.7%) 

DF2: treemap 
visualization 

Easy to understand (77.8%) 
Overview of features (77.8%) 

Satisfying design (33.3%) 

Baseline is confusing 
(44.4%) 

No control over baseline 

(11.1%) 

Show values in all 
boxes (11.1%) 

 

DF3: what-if 
functionality 

Easy to use (75.0%) 
Helps understand decisions 
(66.7%) 

Possible to analyze alternative 

scenarios (50%) 

Lack of feature 
importance (16.7%) 
Unrealistic modifications 

(8.3%) 

Limit modifications to 
some features (8.3%) 

Input field beside 
slider (8.3%) 
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Table 1. Summary of evaluation of elements from our interactive XAI system prototype 
with the percentage of interviewees mentioning each point. 

 

Regarding the evaluation of DF1, six participants interacting with the cascade visualization and all nine 
interacting with the treemap visualization indicated that the provided local explanations based on SHAP 
helped them understand how the system makes decisions. Expressly, four participants, two of each 
visualization, indicated that it was beneficial that the influence relevance of the features was shown. P21 
stated about the cascade visualization that “it gives you a good feeling [to know] about how important 
some aspects are”, while P4 said regarding the treemap that it is essential to know “what factors are 
influencing [decisions]”. However, two participants in the cascade groups and six in the treemap groups 
mentioned that they would like the system to clarify how the influence weights of each factor are calculated. 
For instance, P20 stated, “I wish more transparency … to see how it calculates [the weights]”. 

Concerning DF2, two participants of the cascade groups and seven participants of the treemap indicated 
that the visualizations provided a good overview of the features’ influence on the decision. For instance, P6 
stated about the treemap visualization, “It was very clear what factors were in favor and what factors 
were against the approval”. Similarly, for the cascade visualization, P1 stated, “The graphic makes it quite 
clear what the system is doing … without the graphic, it would be … impossible to understand how the 
system works”. Moreover, three participants from the cascade group and three from the treemap group 
indicated that the design of the visualizations was good. For the cascade visualization, P1 stated that “the 
design was really satisfying”, while P17 said it “looked beautiful”. Meanwhile, for the treemap 
visualization, P20 stated that “it is easy to understand because it uses complementary colors and has 
squares of different sizes”. 

Nonetheless, there were also some critiques about the visualizations: Two participants of the cascade group 
and three of the treemap group indicated that the base probability and baseline were confusing. P4 said 
over the baseline that it is unclear whether “it is a strategical decision” and an “influential factor that you 
do not have control over”. Likewise, P14 did not understand the base probability and why it was sometimes 
shown as 0.35 and others as 0.65. Moreover, for the cascade visualization, two participants indicated that 
it was confusing that the colors were inverted in the graph for approved and rejected instances. P7 said it 
took some time to get used to this change, while P1 said they should not change. 

Regarding the evaluation of DF3, the what-if functionality was considered by nine participants as easy to 
use. Additionally, eight participants indicated that it was helpful to understand how the system makes 
decisions. For instance, P15 said that with the modifications, it was possible to see “how to get [higher 
confidence]”. Moreover, six participants indicated that the what-if functionality allows them to analyze 
alternative scenarios. P1 said that “the possibility to modify the criteria and see the new recommendation 
was useful”. P1 also mentioned that it was possible to compare the two graphics next to each other. 
However, two participants from the what-if group criticized that there was no information on the relevance 
of each feature for the decision. P3 said that “it would be nice to know how much each component is 
weighted”, while P18 said that knowing how “each variable affects the recommendation” would be helpful. 
Additionally, P4 indicated that modifying certain features would not present a realistic scenario because 
applicants can not change some of their personal information. To address this, P4 suggested allowing only 
changes to some of the features. Finally, P3 suggested allowing writing the modification values on an input 
field in addition to the current slider shown in the drop-down menu of the numerical features. 

The evaluation revealed that the design features utilized to instantiate our proposed design principles 
helped participants understand how the system makes decisions. Most participants considered that both 
the cascade and treemap visualizations proposed to represent SHAP explanations were easy to understand. 
Participants also appreciated that the provided explanations disclosed how much influence each feature 
had on the decisions. Moreover, participants indicated that the what-if functionality was easy to use and 
allowed them to analyze alternative scenarios to understand how features affect decisions.  

However, participants also highlighted difficulties in understanding some aspects of our proposed 
interactive XAI system prototype. Regarding the visualizations proposed to represent SHAP explanations, 
most negative feedback was related to how the model’s average prediction is displayed. Several participants 
indicated this concept was confusing and highlighted that they could not fully understand what this value 
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represented despite the detailed information received in the evaluation’s introductions. Regarding the 
what-if functionality, some participants indicated that modifying certain features would be unrealistic 
because loan applicants cannot modify some aspects, such as how long they have been working in a 
company or living in their current address. 

Discussion 

Design Challenges 

In our work, we designed and developed an interactive XAI system prototype to provide explainability for 
lay users as part of the first cycle of a larger DSR project. The evaluation of our prototype with lay users 
revealed several challenges in designing interactive XAI systems. First, lay users found that modifying 
certain features leads to unrealistic scenarios when analyzing counterfactual scenarios through the what-if 
functionality. Lay users felt they could not modify certain features to get approval if their loan application 
was rejected. Therefore, it seems that it might be helpful to restrict modifications for specific features in an 
interactive XAI system in certain scenarios.  

Second, lay users had problems understanding the model’s average prediction concept on both the cascade 
and the treemap visualization. For explanations of XAI methods that rely on weights from a regression 
model to represent each feature’s influence on the decision, the intercept represents the model’s average 
prediction across the dataset. Some XAI methods, such as LIME, do not incorporate this intercept as part 
of their explanation and instead only show the features’ influence on each class. Nonetheless, this expected 
prediction value reflects the skew towards a given class in the dataset for classification tasks with 
imbalanced datasets such as the one used in our scenario. Thus, failing to disclose the average prediction 
value can result in contra-intuitive explanations that show more features influencing the opposite class than 
the one predicted by the system. In an ideal scenario, having an equal class distribution in the training 
dataset would result in an intercept value in the regression model that has an insignificant effect on the 
model’s decision. However, there are many applications in which it is very challenging to achieve an equal 
class distribution in the training data because one class is significantly underrepresented (e.g., positive 
diagnostics in the health domain). In cases where an equal class distribution can be achieved, the baseline 
box could be removed from the treemap visualization simplifying the explanations by focusing only on each 
feature’s influence on the system’s decision. For the cascade visualization, the base probability would still 
be displayed with an approximate value of 0.5 for each predicted class. 

Limitations and Future Work 

There are limitations in our work conducted in Cycle 1 of our DSR project that need to be addressed by 
future research. First, our proposed design principles were instantiated in an interactive XAI system 
prototype evaluated in the bank loan application domain. This domain was selected as a representation of 
high-stakes domains where the decisions of AI systems can significantly impact individuals. Nevertheless, 
other domains can significantly differ in important factors that can have implications on how our proposed 
design principles are instantiated and how they are perceived by lay users. For instance, explanations might 
need to be adapted to account for the risk of disclosing proprietary information in highly sensitive domains. 
Therefore, it is necessary to investigate how our proposed design principles can be instantiated in 
interactive XAI systems developed for other domains with different characteristics. Moreover, these 
systems should be evaluated with targeted lay users in those domains to investigate if the explanations they 
provide can help them understand these systems’ decisions. 

Second, our prototype was implemented for a classification task using a tabular dataset with relatively few 
features. While our design principles provide guidelines that can be easily adapted to other tasks and types 
of datasets, our design features instantiated in our interactive XAI prototype might need to be adapted for 
different conditions. For instance, when dealing with a dataset with a significantly higher number of 
features, it might be very challenging to present the influence of all features on the decision, as the boxes or 
bars representing the influence of the least relevant features might not be visible at all. One possible way to 
address this challenge would be to aggregate features below a certain threshold and display them together 
in the visualizations. Lay users could then display the details of these features by utilizing a drill-down 
functionality. Likewise, the actual implementation of the what-if functionality might not be appropriate to 
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allow lay users to change the inputs for text or image data. Instead, a suitable interactive user interface 
would need to be designed to allow input modifications for these data types. 

We plan to address these limitations in Cycle 2 of our DSR project by instantiating our proposed design 
principles across two application domains and tasks. Thus, we plan to develop two independent interactive 
XAI system prototypes that provide explanations for different datasets to investigate how our derived meta-
requirements and proposed design principles can be generalized. Furthermore, we plan to conduct 
quantitative evaluations with a larger sample size by recruiting target lay users of the corresponding 
application domains. 

Theoretical and Practical Implications 

As AI systems increasingly support decision-making in high-stake applications, lay users affected by these 
systems’ decisions must have access to explanations that help them understand the reasons behind these 
decisions to trust and accept them (Fernández-Loría et al., 2022). To address these requirements, research 
in the field of XAI has proposed models that provide explanations in non-technical terms to support lay 
users understanding (Diakopoulos et al., 2017). Nonetheless, despite these research efforts, it has been 
shown that most of the developed XAI methods provide static explanations that limit the amount of 
information conveyed to lay users, resulting in insufficient understanding (Cheng et al., 2019; Liu et al., 
2021).  

Our study contributes design knowledge for interactive XAI systems by demonstrating how explanations in 
the form of interactive visualizations can give lay users more control over the information they receive. 
Interactive visualizations can transform abstract data into meaningful representations, which help to 
provide an overview of the most relevant factors influencing a decision to lay users. Additionally, these 
interactive visualizations allow lay users to explore details about additional factors not presented in an 
overview. As a result, these interactive explanations give lay users a sense of agency that can promote 
understanding and trust in AI systems (Sun & Sundar, 2022). Moreover, our study provides insights into 
how lay users interact with different elements of interactive XAI systems and how these elements can help 
them understand AI systems’ decisions.  

Furthermore, our study derived meta-requirements from existing knowledge in the literature and then 
proposed four design principles to address them. Afterward, we proposed three design features to 
instantiate the proposed design principles into an interactive XAI system prototype. Through these 
proposed design principles and design features, our study offers practical guidelines for researchers and 
practitioners in designing interactive XAI systems. We also provide a GitHub open-source repository with 
the implementation of our system prototype and the software architecture design.1 Therefore, researchers 
and practitioners can rely on our work to continue exploring how to design interactive XAI systems and 
investigate how they help lay users understand their decisions.  

Conclusion 

In our work, we argue about the importance of designing interactive XAI systems for lay users to assist them 
in understanding AI systems’ decisions. Relying on the DSR methodology and existing design knowledge 
provided by the XAI literature, we performed the first design cycle of our DSR project. We derived two 
meta-requirements for interactive XAI systems designed for lay users. To address these meta-requirements, 
we proposed four design principles that we then instantiated into an interactive XAI system prototype. An 
evaluation of our prototype and interviews with lay users revealed that our proposed design features 
implemented in our initial prototype could help users understand how the system makes decisions. 
However, we also identified several potential improvements that we plan to address in Cycle 2 of our DSR 
project. Our work contributes to the XAI literature by identifying design knowledge for developing 
interactive XAI systems to increase lay users’ understanding and trust. Furthermore, with the development 
of our interactive XAI system prototype instantiating our design principles, we provide researchers and 
practitioners with guidelines on giving users more control over the information they receive to help them 
better understand how AI systems make decisions. 

 
1 https://github.com/miguelmezamartinez/interactive_xai_system 
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Appendix 

Guide for Semi-structured Interviews 

General Perception of the System 

• How did you feel in general about your interaction with the AI system? 

• Do you think the system was reliable? 

• Do you think the system provided fair recommendations? 

• How would you feel if bank employees used this system when deciding on loan applications you apply 
for in a bank? 

Perception of System Functionality 

• Do you think that the system’s functionality helps you understand why the system made a certain 
decision recommendation for a loan application? 

• How would you feel if the system didn’t provide functionality that allows you to understand how it makes 
decision recommendations? 

Perception of What-if Analysis 

• What do you think about the system’s functionality that allows you to modify the attributes of the bank 
loan application to observe how the system’s decision recommendation would change? 

• Do you think that this functionality is useful? Does this function help you to understand how the system 
makes decision recommendations? 

• Was this functionality easy to understand? Was it easy to use? 

• Would you change anything regarding this functionality to make the system better? 

• Could you imagine another way the system could provide you with an alternative functionality to help 
you more? 

Perception of Explanations 

• What do you think about the system’s explanations for how it made each decision recommendation? 

• Were the explanations clear and easy to understand? 

• Do you think that providing such explanations helps you understand why the system made a certain 
decision recommendation for a loan application? 

• How would you feel if the system didn’t provide explanations for its decision recommendations? 

• Would you change anything regarding the explanations to make the system better? 

• Could you imagine another way the system could provide you with an alternative explanation to help 
you more? 
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